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Original Article
Metadherin contribute to BCR signaling in chronic  
lymphocytic leukemia
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Abstract: We have reported Metadherin (MTDH) was proven to be overexpression and involved in malignance of 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) via Wnt signaling pathway. In this study, we further investigate the role of MTDH 
in regulation of BCR signaling pathway in CLL. Six CLL samples whose cells were proliferation after BCR activation 
were chosen from patients with unmutated IgVH. CCK-8 method used to evaluate the proliferation rate. MTDH 
expression was measured by quantitative PCR and Western blot. After BCR activation, there exist upregulation of 
MTDH expression in mRNA and protein level in all six CLL patients (P<0.05). In cell line MEC-1, we observed the 
same pro-proliferation effect accompanying with elevated MTDH expression. The proliferation effects of BCR activa-
tion to MEC-1 can be inhibited by MTDH interference. The results of this study indicate that MTDH involved in the 
pro-proliferation effect of BCR activation in CLL. And the results imply that MTDH can be a potential therapy target 
of CLL.
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Introduction

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is charac-
terize by the accumulation of abnormal mono-
clonal, mature B cells in peripheral blood, bone 
marrow, lymph node, spleen, liver and other 
organs [1, 2]. Interactions between malignant B 
lymphocytes by its surface molecules and their 
tissue microenvironment play a major role in 
the pathogenesis of CLL [3, 4]. In CLL, this 
cross talk leads to survival and expansion of 
the CLL clone and protects CLL cells from con-
ventional cytotoxic drugs [5]. Inhibiting these 
pathways represents an alternative therapeutic 
strategy to more conventional chemo-immuno-
therapy program [4, 6]. BCR is one of the most 
important signaling components in CLL. The 
mutational status of immunoglobulin genes is a 
strong prognostic predictor of CLL and BCR sig-
naling has been postulated to have a role in 
CLL trafficking and interacts with the stromal 
microenvironment [7]. Understanding the func-
tion of B-cell receptor in CLL is important in 
gaining insights into the pathogenesis of the 

disease [8]. The relevant clinical advances of 
inhibitors targeting the BCR-associated kinases 
such as SYK (fostamatinib), BTK (ibrutinib), and 
PI3Kδ (idelalisib) highlight the importance of 
BCR signaling [4, 6, 9-12].

MTDH is a factor found in 2002 for its activa-
tion in human fetal astrocyte cells after treat-
ment with TNF-α or HIV-1 [13]. In human fetal 
astrocyte, MTDH was proven to be activated by 
Ras through PI3K/AKT pathway via lead to 
c-Myc binding to key E-box element of MTDH 
promoter region [14]. Recently, MTDH was 
treated as a tumor oncogene and therapeutic 
target for its role in proliferation, migration and 
chemoresistance of tumor cells such as hepa-
tocellular cancer, gastric cancer and diffuse 
large-B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) [15-17]. In our 
previous studies, MTDH was proven to be an 
oncogene which overexpression in CLL primary 
cells and CLL cell line MEC-1. MTDH expression 
is associated with apoptosis-resistance and 
proliferation effects of CLL cells partially 
through activation of Wnt signaling pathway.
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In this article, we try to investigate the role of 
MTDH in BCR signaling pathway in CLL. The cor-
related result may further improve our under-
standing of the pathogenesis of CLL.

Materials and methods

Patients samples and cell line

Venous blood was collected by EDTA anticoagu-
lant tube. Before samples acquired, all patients 
were signed informed consent and approved by 
the Shandong Provincial Hospital ethics com-
mittee. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
were separated by Ficoll density gradient cen-
trifugation. Then isolated using CD19+ mag-
netic selection kits (Miltenyi Biotec). The purity 
of selection were labeled by CD19-PE (eBio- 
science) antibody and detected by flow 
cytometry.

Human CLL cell line MEC-1 was cultured in 
Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM; 
Hyclone, Logan, UT, USA) with 10% fetal calf 
serum (FBS, Hyclone, Logan, UT, USA) main-
tained at 37°C in 5% carbon dioxide.

BCR activation assay

For BCR activation experiments, isolated B 
cells were cultured in IMDM supplemented with 
10% FBS containing 10 ug/ml F(ab’)2 fragment 
goat and incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2 humidi-
fied atmosphere for 48 hours.

Quantitative PCR

Total RNA was extracted from cells using TRNzol 
(TaKaRa, Dalian, China). RNA quality and con-
centration was assessed on an Agilent 
Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) and the OD 
values of all samples were between 1.8 and 
2.0. The reverse transcription system was ma- 
de up as instructions of TaKaRa reverse tran-
scription reagents with gDNA Eraser (TaKaRa, 
Dalian, China) and 1 ug of RNA was added to 
each 20 ul reaction system. Amplification was 
performed with SYBR Premix Ex Taq (TaKaRa, 
Dalian, China) in a total volume of 20 ul which 
contains SYBR Premix Ex TaqTM 10 μl, 0.4 μl of 
each primer (10 μM), 2 μl of 1:10 diluted cDNA 
and dH2O 7.2 μl. Standard curves and PCR 
results were analyzed using Light Cycler480 
Gene Scanning Software_V1.5 (Roche Diagno- 
stics, Dubai, UAE). Primers in this study we 

adopted from previous articles [16, 18], and 
correspondence sequence were as follows: 
MTDH, F: 5’-TTACCACCGAGCAACTTACAAC-3’, R- 
5’-ATTCCAGCCTCCTCCATTGAC-3’; β-actin F: 
5’-TGACGTGGACATCCGCAAAG-3’, R: 5’-CTGGAA- 
GGTGGACAGCGAGG-3’. Data were analyzed 
using the 2-ΔΔCT method.

Western blot

Total protein was extracted from PBMCs of CLL 
using RIPA and 1% PMSF (Shenergy Biocolor, 
Shanghai, China). The concentration of extract-
ed protein was measured by the BCA assay 
(Shenergy Biocolor) following the instructions. 
Electrophoresis was performed on 10% sodium 
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electropho-
resis (SDS-PAGE) and then transferred on poly-
vinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes. After 
blocking by 5% milk for 1 hour in room tempera-
ture, membranes were covered with primary 
antibodies at 4°C overnight. Then Wash mem-
branes by TBST for 10 min by three times, 
immunodetection was done with enhanced-
chemiluminescence detection kit (Millipore, 
Massachusetts, USA) after one hour incubation 
with anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase 
(HRP)-conjugated or anti-mouse IgG HRP-
conjugated antibodies (Zhongshan Golden- 
bridge, Beijing, China). Protein bands were 
measured by laser densitometry and analyzed 
by Multi Gauge Ver.4.0 software (Fujifilm Life 
Science, Japan). The concentration of antibod-
ies used in this study were described below: 
anti-MTDH 1:250 (Invitrogen), anti-β-actin 
1:2000 (Zhongshan Goldenbridge, Beijing, 
China).

Small interference RNAs

siRNAs targeting MTDH and a control scram-
bled siRNA were purchased from Shanghai 
Genechem Co. The Sequencing was designed 
following as other reports [17, 19]. And siRNA 
transfection experiment method was estab-
lished in our previous studies [16]. Methods 
were described briefly as followed: 104 MEC-1 
cells were plated into 96-well plates and cocul-
ture with lentivirus with sequences of siRNA 
interfering MTDH gene or negative control for 
10 hours. The multiplicity of MOI we used in 
this study is 150. Interfering efficiency in MEC-1 
was determined in our previous studies by fluo-
rescence microscope and flow cytometry. The 
transfection efficiency is about 60%.
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Proliferation assays

5×103 cell were plated in 96 well plate. Before 
proliferation detected, 10 ul of CCK8 (Beyotime 
Institute of Biotechnology) added to the 100 ul 
cultured cell. After cocultured for 4 h, the absor-
bance was detected at a wavelength of 450 nm 
and adjusted at a wavelength of 690 nm.

Statistical methods

All statistical analyses were performed by using 
the SPSS18.0 software. The numerical data 
were statistically analyzed by 2-tailed Student’s 
t test, P<0.05.

Results

BCR activation promotes the proliferation of 
CLL cells

BCR can be activated by cross-linking the BCR 
with anti-IgM antibody [20, 21]. Researchers 
have proven that cells of CLL patients with clini-
cal characteristics such as um-IgVH, CD38 
positive or ZAP70 positive are prone to prolif-
eration after stimulation by anti-IgM antibody, 
and the most reliable predict factor is um-IgVH 
expression [9]. Considering the discrepancy 
responsive characteristic of two genotypic CLL 
patients with UM-IgVH or M-IgVH, In this study, 
we chose six CD19+ B cells samples whose 
cells were proliferation after F(ab’)2 fragment 
goat anti-human IgM antibody stimulation [22]. 
After stimulation by anti-IgM antibody for 48H 
coculture, the average proliferation rate is 
about 2.5 fold measured by CCK-8 methods 
(Figure 1).

BCR activation accompanied by up-regulation 
of MTDH expression

To further interrogate the relationship between 
BCR activation and MTDH expression, MTDH 

expression was measured by quantity RT-PCR 
and Western blot to evaluate the expression of 
MTDH in cells of these 6 CLL patients. Results 
showed obvious overexpression of MTDH in 
mRNA and protein levels after BCR activation 
(Figure 2A and 2B) (P<0.05). This indicated 
that MTDH is involved in BCR signaling 
transduction.

MTDH involved in BCR activation of MEC-1

In our previous studies, MTDH expression was 
interfered successfully in CLL cell line MEC-1. 
The transfection efficacy is about 60% with 
thirty percent downregulation of MTDH protein. 
MEC-1 is a cell line of CLL with um-IgVH. To fur-
ther investigate the role of MTDH in mediating 
BCR signaling pathway, we first observed the 
proliferation change of MEC-1 after stimulate 
by F(ab’)2 fragment goat anti-human IgM anti-
body. Results showed that cell proliferation 
rate was increased about 1.3 fold. To evaluate 
the role of MTDH in BCR signaling pathway, the 
proliferation changes of MTDH interference cell 
(MTDHi), control negative sequencing samples 
(NCi) and normal control (con) of MEC-1 cell line 
were measured by CCK-8 method (Figure 3) 
(P<0.05). The results indicated that prolifera-
tion effect of BCR activation can be blocked by 
MTDH interference in MEC-1. This result illus-
trated that BCR signaling transduction is 
dependent on MTDH expression.

Discussions

In the present study, we investigated the role of 
MTDH in BCR signaling pathway in CLL. The 
results showed that MTDH involved in BCR sig-
naling transduction. Interference expression of 
MTDH can block the pro-proliferation effect of 
BCR activation.

The pathogenesis of CLL was proven to be 
associated with aberration regulation of apop-
tosis. In CLL, cells undergo apoptosis quickly 
under cultivating condition in vitro. But culture 
CLL cells in a condition monitoring microenvi-
ronment in vivo portrayed that cells viability are 
prone to increase [3]. CLL is a disease charac-
terized by an extremely heterogeneous clinical 
courses, some patients may live for many years 
without requiring any treatment, whereas oth-
ers, despite therapy, experience a rapid pro-
gression and in some cases an unfavorable 
fate. CLL patients with um-IgVH can be used to 

Figure 1. The proliferation rate of six CLL patients af-
ter activation of BCR. *p<0.05.
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stream factors were proven to be overex-
pressed in CLL, such as Syk, Lyn and PLCr2 
[11, 27-32]. Targeting these kinases molecules 
or their downstream targets leads to apoptosis 
of CLL cells [4]. One interesting phenomenon is 
that CLL cells with um-IgVH stimulated with 
anti-IgM are prone to proliferation [23].

In other tumors, the pro-tumor effect of MTDH 
is associated with PI3K/AKT pathway, MAPK 
pathway, Wnt or NOTCH signaling pathway [17, 
33, 34]. In CLL, we had been proven that MTDH 
is associated with activation of Wnt signaling 
pathway by induce overexpression of LEF-1. In 
this study, we tried to investigate the role of 
MTDH in mediate BCR signaling pathway in six 
CLL patients chosen from patients with um-

Figure 3. The role of MTDH in MEC-1 with BCR activa-
tion. A. MTDH expression in MEC-1 with or without 
BCR activation. B. The proliferation changes of MTDH 
in MEC-1 cell line with interference cell (MTDHi), con-
trol negative sequencing samples (NCi) and normal 
control (con).

Figure 2. MTDH expression after BCR activation in 
CLL. A. mRNA expression of six CLL patients before 
and after BCR activation. B. The change of protein 
expression in six CLL patients.

predict response to BCR stimulation which indi-
cates a poor prognostic [23]. At the same time, 
in patients who maintain mutated VH gene, sur-
face immunoglobulin M ligation failed to induce 
receptor translocation to rafts or to prolong cell 
survival [24].

In normal B cells, after stimulating by antigen, 
Syk and Lyn recruit and activate the down-
stream adapter proteins and molecules such 
as BLNK, Btk, PLCγ2, PI3K/AKT and NF-κB [25, 
26] (Figure 4). CLL intracellular signaling largely 
resembles that of healthy B cells. In CLL, BCR 
signaling associated kinases and their down-

Figure 4. Schema for BCR mediated signaling in B 
cell.
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IgVH for their cells were proliferation at 48 
hours after BCR stimulation. This pro-prolifera-
tion effect in CLL cells accompanying with 
MTDH up-regulation. This indicated that MTDH 
is involved in signaling transduction of BCR 
signaling.

To investigate the role of MTDH in proliferation 
which is induced by BCR activation, we verified 
the proliferation effect of MEC-1 characterized 
with UM-IgVH after BCR activation. After inter-
fering MTDH expression, the proliferation 
effects of BCR activation can be inhibited evi-
dently. This may implied that MTDH is a key 
component during the transduction of BCR sig-
naling. This study indicate MTDH may be anoth-
er effective therapeutic target in CLL. Together 
with our former research results, we propose 
that MTDH may be a key component of multiple 
signaling pathways and it may be a potential 
therapeutic target in CLL. The therapeutic role 
of MTDH is not only via inhibition of Wnt signal-
ing but also via inhibiting of BCR signaling.

There remains many questions regarding the 
relationship between MTDH expression and 
BCR signaling pathway in CLL. Our further stud-
ies will focus on discussing the concise down-
stream pathway of BCR signaling of which 
MTDH regulating and investigating the differ-
ence role of MTDH in um-IgVH and m-IgVH.
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